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1.

INTRODUCTION

For over one hundred years it has been known that atmospheric depressions
have cold frontal regions in which typically the temperature falls rapidly,
the wind changes, and precipitation occurs. Sixty years ago Norwegian
meteorologists shaped their polar front model in which depressions were
considered to grow on a preexisting sloping thermal discontinuity; as the
depressions grew it was considered that they distorted the discontinuity
into a cold front and also a warm front. The dynamical view changed
thirty years ago with the discovery by Charney ( 1947) and Eady ( 19 49)
that realistic depression structures may be obtained as the normal modes
of the baroclinic instability of a smooth rather than discontinuous thermal
contrast. Fronts then had to be viewed as being formed in a growing
nonlinear baroclinic wave, though this secondary role in no way diminished
their importance in practical meteorology. The theoretical interest shifted
towards the mechanism for generating fronts, namely frontogenesis.
When upper air data became available in the 1950s it was apparent that
strong frontal regions occurred in the upper troposphere as well as near
the surface. Many studies ( e.g. Reed & Danielsen 1959) suggested strongly
that these upper air fronts are associated with the descent of a tongue of
stratospheric air into the troposphere.
The existence of fronts in the ocean has been known for many years and
when vertical sections were obtained ( e.g. Voorhis & Hersey 1964 and
Katz 1969) they suggested many structural similarities with atmospheric
fronts. Further, the experimental work of Fultz ( 1952) and Faller ( 1956)
has shown that fronts can be reproduced in laboratory experiments using
differentially heated rotating water. Thus we conclude that details of
latent·heat release and other diabatic heating, and of the boundary layer
131
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and turbulent friction, are probably not crucial in the process of fronto
genesis though they will clearly have important modifying effects in any
particular case, and will be crucial in any steady-state front. The adiabatic,
frictionless equations will be the basis of the work reviewed in this paper.
It is probably a mistake to attempt a rigorous definition of a front.
However, in order to make it clear that the subject of this review is not
the sea-breeze front, inter-tropical convergence zone, etc., some definition
is required. A front is considered to be a region whose length scale is
comparable with the radius of deformation (NHIf where N is a buoyancy
frequency, H a relevant height scale, andfthe Coriolis parameter) in one
direction but much less than this in the cross direction, and across which
there are significant changes in buoyancy and velocity with gradients tend
ing to become very large in a finite time. The rotation of the fluid is crucial
to the existence of the front.
2.

ADVECTION OF A PASSIVE SCALAR

Although much of the interesting theory concerning frontogenesis is con
cerned with nonlinear feedback, it is helpful to begin by considering the
advection of a passive scalar b, later taken to be the buoyancy, by a
horizontal two-dimensional, nondivergent flow (u,v,O):
Db I Dt = b, + ubx + vby = 0 .
(l)
A usual way of discussing the rate of change of the gradient of b moving
with the fluid ( e. g. Mudrick 1974) is by introducing the deformation D
with the stretching oriented along the dilatation axis. Then the so-called
frontogenesis function (Miller 1948) is
D
(2)
- lV'bl2 = D lV'bl2 cos 2¢ ,
Dt

where ¢ is the angle between the dilatation axis and the b contour. If this
angle is of magnitude 7rI 4 or less, gradients in b grow following a fluid
particle.
More information can often be obtained from a slightly different ap
proach. Suppose that we are interested in the x gradient of b. Then
( I) gives
D
bx = QI ,
(3)
Dt
where
(4)
-uxbx - vxby
-a (v, b)/a (x ,y) .
QI
The x gradient of b on a fluid particle increases in time if they component
of wind increases along a b contour, moving with larger b on the right.
=

=
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Two simple cases have been discussed in many frontogenesis papers.
Bergeron (1928 ) postulated that frontogenesis could occur in a simple
deformation field u =
aX, v = ay. The case of b independent of y is
shown in Figure la. The other component of the Jacobian is highlighted
in the shear model investigated numerically by Williams (19 67). A simple
example is indicated in Figure lb.
The vector form of ( 3) may be written

-

�t

\J

Q ,

b

( 5)

=

where Q = -

( �:) I �� I
k /\

,s

and n being coordinates tangential

and normal to b contours with n increasing in the direction of decreasing
b. From (5) the "frontogenesis function" given in (2) has the alternative
form 2Q .
3.

\J b.

QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC FRONTOGENESIS

For a first look at the interaction of the changing buoyancy! and velocity
fields we consider the small Rossby number approximation of quasi-geo
strophic theory (for a detailed discussion of this theory, see, for example,
Pedlosky 1979). The y momentum and buoyancy equations for a quasi'In meteorological parlance, following Hoskins & Bretherton (1972), b can be taken to be
g times potential temperature divided by a standard temperature.
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geostrophic Boussinesq fluid in a coordinate system rotating with angular
velocity 1/2 about a vertical axis may be written
(6)
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and
( 7)
where the geostrophic wind is ( ug,Vg )
(-1-1¢y,jl¢J,uo = u - ug is
the ageostrophic flow in the x direction, b = ¢z> Dg is the time derivative
moving with the geostrophic velocity, and N(z)is the buoyancy frequency.
Vg and b are linked by the "thermal wind" relation
=

(8)
Rather as in the previous section, an x derivative of ( 7) gives
(9 )
where Ql is given by (4) evaluated using geostrophic velocities. A z deriv
ative of ( 6) shows, after a little manipulation, that we also have
(10)
Equations (9 ) and (IO) describe how the geostrophic velocity field acting
through the term QI attempts to destroy thermal wind balance (8) by
changing the two parts by equal but opposite amounts. The role of the
ageostrophic motion ( ua, w) is to maintain thermal wind balance. Sub
tracting (9 ) and (IO) gives an equation for the ageostrophic motion in the
X,z plane:
(11)
Geostrophic motion is nondivergent so that, if the y component of ageo
strophic motion is independent of y, we may introduce a stream function
1/1 for the ageostrophic motion such that ( ua,w)
(- 1/Iz, 1/Ix)· From (II)
the equation for 1/1 is
=

(I2)
Using these ideas, we are able to obtain valuable insights into the dy
namics of frontogenesis. Consider the frontogenetic situation shown in
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Figure 2. There is a positive x gradient in b in balance with a positive
vertical shear in Vg' Suppose that the large-scale geostrophic motion is
tending to increase bx everywhere, i.e. QI > O. In Figure 2 this is accom
plished by large-scale convergence. As discussed above, the geostrophic
motion must imply a tendency to decrease vg, through the appearance of
-QI in (10). Thermal wind balance is maintained by the ageostrophic
motion with Wx positive and ua, negative. The upward motion at positive
x and downward motion at negative x act to decrease and increase b,
respectively, thereby decreasing bx• The negative Ua at upper levels and
positive Ua at lower levels act to increase and decrease vg, respectively,
thereby increasing vg"
The stream-function equation (12) and the arguments from it are es
sentially simpler quasi-geostrophic forms of those given by Sawyer (1956)
and Eliassen (1959, 1962). The more complete theory will be discussed in
the next section.
Stone (1966), Williams & Plotkin (1968), and Williams (1968) used
quasi-geostrophic theory to investigate the simple deformation model of
frontogenesis. Their solutions exhibited the growth in gradients especially
near boundaries. Away from horizontal boundaries the ageostrophic mo
tion stopped the horizontal length scale of the b field from decreasing
below the Rossby radius of deformation NH/! (H is the depth of fluid).
On the boundaries w is zero and the scale decreases as dictated by the
imposed field. The largest gradients in b occur in a vertical region and
positive and negative vorticity exhibit equal growth. Many of these un
realistic features are easily traced to the omission of certain feedbacks in

Figure 2

A frontogenetic situation in which a buoyancy gradient from heavy

(W) in thermal wind balance with a flow into the section at the top
bottom (0) is being increased by a large scale convergence in

x

(®)

(C)

to light

and out of it at the

indicated by arrows. The

resulting ageostrophic cross-frontal circulation is shown by an arrowed streamline.
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quasi-geostrophic theory. However, the qualitative effect of some of these
feedbacks can be deduced from the quasi-geostrophic results. For example,
consider the region P at the ground on the "warm" side of the temperature
contrast. The ageostrophic velocity is clearly convergent (uax < 0) there
and would, if included, imply the generation of larger gradients in b.
Also at P the positive vorticity generation is underestimated because the
nonlinear term (� wz ) in the vorticity (V equation
DVDt = (f + �)wz

(13)

is not included. These arguments also apply to point R on the cold side at
upper levels. However, at points Q and S the ageostrophic divergence
would imply weaker gradients in b, and the neglected nonlinear term would
imply smaller negative vorticity.
Quasi-geostrophic theory thus correctly suggests, though its solutions
do not include, the formation of strong surface fronts with positive vorticity
on the warm side of the buoyancy contrast, and that the region of maxi
mum gradients slopes in the vertical from P to R. It highlights the role of
horizontal boundaries in n'Jnlinear frontogenesis. In the free atmosphere
the ageostrophic circulatic,l acts to inhibit the formation of large gradients.
The final point to be mac'.e is that, unless the ageostrophic convergence at
P increases as the local gradients increase, the vorticity [from (I 1)] and
the gradients in b can only increase exponentially with time. Quasi-geo
strophic theory does not even suggest the formation of frontal disconti
nuities in a finite tirr:e.
4.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL SEMI-GEOSTROPHIC

FRONTOGENESIS

Introduction
To produce a frontogenesis theory that is less restrictive than quasi
geostrophic theory and that includes the ageostrophic effects highlighted
in the last section, we perform a scale analysis in a coordinate system in
which the front is stationary and oriented in the y direction. Let f,U and
L, V be respectively length and velocity scales across and along the front.
Then f « L and observations show that V » U. Assuming that
D/Dt - U/f, the ratios of the accelerations and the Coriolis forces in
the x and y directions are
(DuIDt)//v - (UIV)2 (VIP) and (DvIDt)//u - VI/e·

In the long-front (y) direction the acceleration is of first-order importance
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if the front is strong enough that Vlf e
1. However, the cross-front
acceleration, DulDt, should be smaller than the Coriolis force in the x
direction so that this force must be balanced by the pressure gradient. A
more detailed scale analysis is given in Hoskins & Bretherton (1972). The
implication is that v may be approximated by its geostrophic value. Then
the y momentum and buoyancy equations may be written
-
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Dvg/Dt + f Ua

=

0 ,

(14)

and
D b/Dt = 0

(15)

Comparing with the quasi-geostrophic versions (6) and (7), the crucial
extra ingredient is the advection by the full ageostrophic motion in the
(x,z ) plane, so that DIDt is a full three-dimensional material time
derivative.
This approximation, which is a two-dimensional version of the geo
strophic momentum approximation introduced by Eliassen (1948), was
first used by Sawyer (1956) and Eliassen (1959, 1962) to derive a more
complicated version of (12). Performing an analysis identical with that
used in deriving (12) but starting from (14) and (15) gives the cross-front
stream-function equation:
(16)
where N2 = b" S2 = bx = f v" and F2 = f (f + vJ. The operator on the
S4
left-hand side is elliptic provided the potential vorticity q = F2N2
is positive or, equivalently, the fluid is symmetrically stable (Hoskins
1974). It can be shown from (14) and (I5) plus the mass conservation
and hydrostatic relations that q is conserved following a fluid particle.
The forcing term in (16) is identical with that in the quasi-geostrophic
version (12).
The qualitative ideas on vertical circulations in a region of frontogenesis
gained from quasi-geostrophic theory and illustrated in Figure 2 need only
a little modification. As indicated in Figure 3a thermal wind balance, from
(14) and (15), may be shown to be maintained by gradients in w along
buoyancy surfaces and by gradients in Ua along "absolute momentum"
lines X = x + vglf = constant. Now it is easily seen that
-

q

= f 2a(X,b)/a(x, z) .

(17)

Since q is conserved on a fluid particle, as gradients in X and b increase,
i.e. N2,S2,and F2 increase, so the angles between X and b lines decrease.
The ellipticity of Equation (16) becomes weaker and the boundary con
dition if; = 0 at z = 0 becomes more difficult to satisfy.
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Figure

3 (a) Ageostrophic motions (indicated by arrows) which tend to restore thermal
wind balance when Q, is positive. By analogy with (1), (3), and (4), the gradient in walong
the b contour decreases bx and the gradient in u, along the X
x + vg/f contour increases
v,. (b) The circulation around a closed contour in the XZ plane in a region where Q, is
positive. (c) The same circulation in the xz plane. The dashed lines are lines of constant X
which are close together near the surface in a region of large vorticity.
=

Mathematically it is simplest to follow Eliassen (1962) and use X as
independent variable instead ofx which then turns (16) into
( I8)

Here Z = z, and J = a Xjax ='1 + rl avg/ax is the Jacobian of the
transformation. For a closed circulation around a region where QI > 0,
the circulation must have the sense shown in Figure 3b. Transformation
back to x,z coordinates tilts the ellipses along lines X
constant and
produces more intense flow in regions in which J is large, i.e. the relative
vorticity �
avg/ax is significant in comparison with f2 This is sketched
in Figure 3 c.
We now have the extra effect that quasi-geostrophic theory did not even
suggest. As the frontal gradients increase in region P in Figure 2, so the
ageostrophic convergence there increases. To be specific, suppose that near
P, aw/az
"I� where "I - .2 would be not unreasonable. For a fluid
particle remaining at P, infinite vorticity would be produced in a time
In 2/"11 after the relative vorticity reached f Typical numbers give this
time to be - 1 0 hours. In reality, of course, the approximations of no
frictional processes and geostrophic long-front velocity would break down
somewhat before this time.
As mentioned in the introduction, the other region of strong atmospheric
frontogenesis is near the tropopause. The quasi-geostrophic arguments
=

=

=

2Note that au/ay is neglected in � consistent with the approximations made.
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presented in Section 3 suggested frontogenesis on the cold side of the
thermal contrast but assumed that the tropopause was rigid. To obtain a
better indication of the process of upper-air frontogenesis it is necessary
to consider atmospheric structure in the region of the tropopause. In terms
of potential vorticity, the tropopause marks a transition from the relatively
low values in the troposphere to high values in the stratosphere. Near the
tropopause in a region of tropospheric temperature gradients the thermal
structure is generally as shown in Figure 4. The tropopause slopes and
there is a tendency for a reversed horizontal thermal gradient about it. If
QI is positive then the cross-frontal circulation must look approximately
as indicated. The high potential vorticity in the stratosphere implies gen
erally small vertical motion there. The effect of the circulation is to steepc::n
the tropopause and also to make it descend near R. Large velocity and
temperature gradients may be expected in the region R but a tendency to
produce infinite gradients in a finite time is unlikely.
The cross-frontal circulation equation either in the form (16) or (18)
has been the subject of numerous investigations. Sawyer (1956) first de
rived the equation in a study of frontogenesis in a prescribed deformation
field. He exhibited numerical solutions for particular geostrophic fields
and also assessed possible modifications due to latent-heat release. Eliassen
(1959) concentrated on the forcing of (16) by a latent-heat release term
Hx where H is a term added to the right-hand side of (15) and also on
an Ekman pumping boundary condition. Eliassen ( 1962) exhibited for the
first time the full forcing term QI and also the transformation to the normal
form (18). More recently, Shapiro (1981) has solved the equation for
-

Figure

4

The ageostrophic circulation in the region of the tropopause (thick line) assuming

Q, is positive. Temperature contours are marked by continuous lines. In three-dimensional
models, as discussed below, it is often found that Q, is negative near R. which forces the
descent to be concentrated and to the right of R.
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geostrophic fields taken from observed and simulated frontogenesis cases.
He has also incorporated a parameterization of clear-air turbulence into
the forcing term.

Time-Dependent Models
Simple time-dependent models of frontogenesis have
also been formulated in terms of potential vorticity q, buoyancy b, and
coordinate X We recall that q is a conservative quantity that is propor
tional to the Jacobian of X and b with respect tox and z as shown in ( 17).
From its definition, X = x + 4>.JJ2 and also b
4>z. As Gill (1981)
pointed out, the thermal wind relation can be written
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GENERAL COMMENTS

=

a(b ,z)/a (X ,x) = - f 2 .

(19)

Thus the potential vorticity definition and the thermal wind relation both
reduce to linear form if X and z orx and b are taken as independent
variables. Buoyancy (or isentropic) coordinates x and b may often be
useful for describing interior motions (Shapiro 1975) but where bounding
surfaces are at constant z it is more convenient to use X and z. The
boundary condition on such a surface is then that b is conserved in hori
zontal motion. To see how X changes on a fluid particle we use the
y equation of motion (14) to obtain
DXIDt = ug

(20)

•

Thus in X space the horizontal motion is geostrophic.
For the case where the frontogenesis is forced by a simple deformation
- ax, v = ay, it is most convenient, following Hoskins & Bretherton
U
(1972), to return to the full equations and set
'
U = -aX + u ,v = uy' + v' ,
=

4> = fuxy - 1/2

2
2
a (X

+ y)
2

Scale analysis then suggests thatv' is approximately the geostrophic value
4>:If It is then consistent to consider a model in which all the primed
variables are independent of y. Defining X = x + v'lf all the above
relations are valid for this problem except that (20) is replaced by
DXIDt

Thus X

=

=

-

Xo

(21)

aX .

e-al

on a fluid particle.

The simplest time-de
pendent frontogenesis model that yields realistic results is obtained by
considering the simple deformation acting on a fluid of zero potential
vorticity and bounded by surfaces at z
± H12. From (I 7), at any

ZERO POTENTIAL VORTICITY DEFORMATION MODEL

=
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instant b must be a function of X only. Since b is conserved and the
behavior of X is given by (21), we find that
(22)
b = F (X eat ) .
From the thermal wind equation (19),
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(23 )
Thus lines on which b and X are constant are straight and of known slope
at time t if F is known.
Mass conservation gives that at z = 0 the line must be at the same
position as it would have been if it had moved with the deformation velocity
alone, i.e. X = x. Thus on an X,b line,
(24)
x = X - J2 Z bx.
Therefore
v'

=

I(X - x) = r1 zbx.

(25)

The vertical component of absolute vorticity is
(26)
Specification of the geostrophic fields at an initial instant gives the function
F in (22). At later times the solution is given by (22), (24), and (25).
Time t has become a simple parameter in the solution.
A specific solution is shown in Hoskins & Bretherton (1972). Here we
will note that the solution quite generally supports the inferences made
above. In particular, in the lower half of the fluid the frontogenesis pro
ceeds most rapidly at the lower boundary on the warm side where ()xx is
most negative. There infinite gradients are predicted in a finite time. In
fact, it is easily shown that on the lower boundary the parameter 'Y giving
the ratio between the ageostrophic convergence and the vorticity is 2a/J,
so that the time scale for infinite vorticity is a-I.
Finally, we note that this solution gives a good indication of the range
of validity of our geostrophic approximation and neglect of mixing pro
cesses. The former is found to be consistent if VI« (2alf)-2 - 25. For
zero potential vorticity, the Richardson number is equal to II r so that one
may expect mixing processes to be important before r = 10!
Multiplying (19) by the Jacobian of X and x with
respect to X and Z shows that thermal wind balance takes the same form
in X,Z coordinates as in real space. The potential function

OTHER SIMPLE MODELS

T

= f/J + 1/2

�

(27)

then gives
IVg = <I>x,

b = <I>z

•

(28)
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The Jacobian of the transformation to X coordinates is

flf = (1

�xxlf2)-1

(29)

f-2 �xx + f2q-1 �zz = 1 .

(30)

J

=

-
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and (17) gives

The next simplest frontogenesis model after the deformation model with
a zero potential vorticity fluid is that with a uniform potential vorticity
fluid. On rigid horizontal boundaries, b is again given for all time by (22).
Thus the total geostrophic solution at any subsequent time is given by a
solution of the simple second-order elliptic equation (30) with �z specified
on horizontal boundaries and suitable conditions on � at large IXI away
from the region of interest. Such solutions have been discussed in detail
in Hoskins (1971), and compared with observed frontogenesis by Blumen
(1980). There are no substantial differences from the zero potential vor
ticity solution. Again, infinite gradients are predicted in a finite time
D(a-I). Determination of the ageostrophic circulation is not necessary for
solution of the time-dependent problem but is a simple matter from (18)
with the right-hand side
2 a bx.
A uniform potential vorticity model in which the frontogenesis is initi
ated by the horizontal shear mechanism of Figure Ib is given by the two
,dimensional Eady problem (Eady 1949). The basic state is a uniform
negative meridional buoyancy gradient Oy in thermal wind balance with
ug increasing linearly with height. Perturbations of the form (a cosh kZ
cos kX + b sinh kZ sin kX) trivially satisfy the interior equation (30)
and substitution in the buoyancy-conservation equation on the two hori
zontal boundaries shows that exponential growth is possible. The growing
baroclinic wave again contains frontal gradients on the boundaries which
tend to become infinite in a finite time D(Nloy). This problem was first
solved numerically by Williams (1967) without the approximation of the
geostrophy of v. The later analytical solution (Hoskins & Bretherton 1972)
using this approximation showed good agreement.
It is worth noting that both the uniform potential vorticity solutions for
Vg and b are mathematically identical with quasi-geostrophic solutions
except that these values are obtained in the distorted X space. The simple
interpretation from (14) is that to accelerate to a geostrophic velocity V
in the y direction, a particle must receive an ageostrophic displacement
Vlf in the x direction. This displacement is not included in quasi
geostrophic theory. It implies a strengthening of positive relative vorticity
and weakening of negative vorticity such that relative vorticities of J,
0, f12 , and f in a quasi-geostrophic solution become f12, 0, J, and co.
The next level of complexity is achieved by proceeding to a model in
which the deformation acts on a fluid with two regions of uniform potential
vorticity separated by an interface. In the two regions (30) holds and on
-

-

-

-
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rigid boundaries (22) again gives <I>z. On the interior boundary, <I>z is also
given by (22) but the position of the boundary is determined such that <I>x
is continuous. The solution may be determined numerically using iterative
techniques (Hoskins & Bretherton 1972). In the atmospheric case the
interest is in representing frontogenesis near the tropopause, which is an
interface between high potential vorticity stratospheric air and low poten
tial vorticity tropospheric air. Solutions exhibited in Hoskins (1971, 1972)
show the descent of a narrow tongue of stratospheric air and the formation
of large gradients at the base of the tongue.
MacVean & Woods (1980) have studied an oceanic example of a low
stratification "well-mixed" layer above a higher potential vorticity layer
and shown the frontogenesis and distortion of the interface. One extra
ingredient highlighted by their paper is that oceanic buoyancy depends on
temperature and salinity. Although the theory suggests that the horizontal
length scale of the buoyancy field in the interior does not fall below the
radius of deformation, a sharp front in temperature and salinity is possible.
This is illustrated in Figure 5. There is, however, no tendency to form
infinite interior gradients in a finite time.
5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL
SEMI-GEOSTROPHIC THEORY
Introduction

The two-dimensional frontogenesis models show the essential nature of
the dynamics but only within the imposed large-scale geostrophic frame-

Figure 5

Thc int erio r situation during frontogenesis when buoyancy depends on more than

one conservative quantity. e.g. temperature and salinity. The ageostrophic motion tends to
make the total velocity lie along buoyancy contours b" b2 so that increased gradients are not
formed. However, gradients of any other conservative quantity (light contours) increase
indefinitely.
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work. The next stage is to study the formation of fronts in growing three
dimensional baroclinic waves. The numerical integration of the primitive
equations by Arakawa (1962), Edelmann (1963), Eliassen & Raustein
(1970), Mudrick (1974), and others indicates that such growing waves do
indeed form surface fronts though the intensity of the process is limited
by numerical resolution. Shapiro (1975) and Hoskins & Draghici (1977)
have used isentropic coordinates to simulate upper-tropospheric fronto
genesis. However, in order to extend the understanding of the pro
cesses involved from two to three dimensions we shall consider a three
dimensional theory which in a two-dimensional situation reduces to the
previous theory.
Following Eliassen (1948), Fjortoft (1962), and Hoskins (1975) it is
assumed that the time scale for change in velocity following a fluid particle
is much larger than j 1
3 h. Now the exact, horizontal, Boussinesq
vector momentum equation may be written
-

v

=

Vg + k I\f-I Dv/ Dt

Using this expression to substitute for v in the last term gives
v
Vg + k I\f-I Dvg/Dt - f-2 D2V/Dt2
•

=

.

(31)
(32)

Consistent with the above assumption, the last term is neglected. This is
called the geostrophic momentum approximation because the momentum
equation becomes
Dvg/Dt +Ik 1\ v + "V <P = 0 .
(33)
The ageostrophic motion is retained in the advection but not in the mo
mentum. The advection of buoyancy is also by the full (geostrophic plus
ageostrophic) flow.
Like the full Boussinesq equations, the modified set conserves buoyancy,
has a full energy equation, a three-dimensional vorticity equation, and an
Ertel potential vorticity conservation equation. As in the two-dimensional
case, the equations are most easily considered by making a transformation
to "geostrophic" coordinates:
X

= x

+ vg/f, Y =

Y

-

ug/f.

Some interesting comments on this coordinate transformation have been
made by Blumen (1981). As described in Hoskins (1975) a potential
function
(34)
has derivatives in the transformed space giving the geostrophic velocities
and buoyancy. The conservation of buoyancy and potential vorticity are

Db/Dt

=

0

(35)
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(3 6)
and Dq/Dt = 0 ,
where the expression for the full material time derivative in geostrophic
coordinates is D/Dt
a/aT - r1 <liy a/ax + r1 <lix a/ay + wa/az.
Making one further approximation consistent with the original assump
tion, 1> and the potential vorticity q are related by the elliptic equation
=

(3 7)
r2(<lixx + Tyy) + J2 q-l Tzz = 1
Given suitable lateral boundary conditions, numerical solution is pos
sible using (3 6) to predict q, (3 5) to predict b = <I>z on horizontal bound
aries, and (37) to obtain values of <I> everywhere. The vertical velocity, w,
which is required in (3 6), may be obtained by consistency of the predictions
of (3 5) and (3 6) in the interior of the fluid. Alternatively, as suggested in
Hoskins & Draghici (1977), it can be obtained from an elliptic equation
that is the analogue of the cross-frontal circulation equation (18).
This set of equations, known as the semi-geostrophic equations, is clearly
an extension to three dimensions of the two-dimensional theory given in
particular by (27)-(3 0). On the large scale they are certainly as accurate
as the quasi-geostrophic equations but, unlike them, are able to represent
the vertical advection of a region of large gradients in potential vorticity,
e.g. the tropopause, and the dynamics of frontogenesis. McWilliams &
Gent (1980) have discussed in great detail a variety of theories whose
accuracy is greater than that of quasi-geostrophic theory. There is little
present knowledge about the practical usefulness of the other possibilities
raised.
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Uniform Potential Vorticity Models

If the potential vorticity is initially uniform, then it remains uniform for
all time. Thus (3 6) is trivial and w is not required. Time dependence enters
only through the buoyancy equation (3 5) with w= 0 on horizontal bound
aries. Solution proceeds by time marching the boundary equations for <I>z
and solving the interior equation (3 7) at each time step.
The source of the energy for baroclinic instability is the potential energy
associated with the horizontal temperature contrast and its attendant ver
tical shear in the horizontal wind. Various basic states <li( Y,Z) have been
used in different papers. The Eady model has a uniform buoyancy gradient:
�

=

N2Z2/2 - fUYZ/H.

Other flows in Hoskins & West (1979) are modifications of this but always
such that
f-2�yy + N-2�ZZ
1,
=

where N2 = q/f2 is constant. The fluid is considered to be doubly periodic
in the horizontal. The next step is to study the linear stability of the flow
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and then to initiate a...!! integration of the semi-geostrophic equations using
as initial conditions <Jl plus a small-amplitude unstable normal mode.
The Eady mode independent of Y is a solution of the nonlinear equations
and has been discussed above and illustrated in Hoskins & Bretherton
(1972) and Hoskins & West (1979). Eady modes with a finite periodicity
in Yhave been discussed in Hoskins (1976). These solutions did not pro
duce very realistic frontogenesis. In Hoskins & West (1979) the first flows
considered were only minor modifications to the Eady flow in which buoy
ancy gradients were concentrated more in the center of the region of
interest. The most unstable modes were modifications of the two-dimen
sional Eady modes. These solutions exhibited more realistic frontogenesis.
Here we shall comment only on two particular solutions in Hoskins &
West (1979). The first corresponds to a basic flow that is zero at z = 0
rising to U(I + cos fY)/2 at the top. At day 6.3 of the integration the
situation at the surface is as shown in Figure 6. A strong surface cold front
has formed, there being a tendency to form infinite gradients in velocity
and buoyancy in a finite time. A weaker warm front has just started to
appear to the northeast of the low. Both fronts are on the "warm side" of

the contrast consistent with the two-dimensional theory. As discussed in
much more detail in Hoskins & West (1979) the crucial factors to consider
are
1. the frontogenetic nature of the large-scale geostrophic motion as shown
by the deformation or the vector Q [see(5)],
2. the trajectories of fluid particles relative to the system.
The cold front region, particularly towards the low pressure, is a fronto
genetic region. There the Q vectors point almost directly towards the warm
air (Hoskins & Pedder 198 0). Fluid particles in a small-amplitude mode
move westwards through the system. As the amplitude increases so par
ticles slow down equatorward of the low and move along the cold frontal
region in the manner indicated. The warm frontal region is also fronto
genetic but particles move quickly through it and around the low. The
warm front only really develops when the velocities in the eddy are large
enough that fluid particles begin to move northwards and eastwards rel
ative to the system as shown.
The second case to be discussed is for a basic flow - .15 U cos ly at the
lower surface rising to .85 U at the top. In this case the most unstable
linear mode tilts in the horizontal as if advected by the low-level flow. At
day 5.5 the surface development is as shown in Figure 7. There is this time
no real cold front (except perhaps the rather unrealistic region on the
poleward side of the low) but a strong warm front in a different position
from that of the weak warm front in the previous example. It can be shown
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from the Q vectors that the previous cold frontal position is no longer
frontogenetic but that the new warm frontal position is. The trajectories
of fluid particles are such that they move along the developing warm front
towards the low-pressure center.
These two examples indicate the possibility in a developing baroclinic
wave of either a primary cold front and a secondary warm front (type A)
or a primary warm front (type B). The nonlinear frontogenetic tendency
to form infinite gradients in a finite time is just as described in the two
dimensional theory. The primary cold front and warm front have very
different characteristics. In particular the former has a relatively steep
slope and is associated with significant positive vorticity through the depth
whilst the latter is relatively shallow in slope and in the depth of positive
vorticity. It is shown in Hoskins & Heckley ( 1981) that these quite realistic
differences are associated with the forward tilt with height of the temper-

Figure 6

Surface map at day 6.3 for the first case discussed in the text. Temperature

contours every 4 K are continuous lines, tP contours dashed lines, and the region of relative
vorticity larger than //2 is shaded. The relative vorticity in the cold front region has a
maximum of 5f The bold lines indicate two trajectories rcJativc to the system from day 3.
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ature wave in a growing disturbance. The theoretical work of Gidel ( 1978)
should also be mentioned. He attributed some of the differences between
warm and cold fronts to the opposite sign of the thermal gradient along
the two sorts of front.
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Full semi-geostrophic integrations have been described in Heckley (I 980).
In particular some models have included an explicit stratosphere. The
surface frontogenesis is not altered but upper troposphere frontogenesis
can be simulated. One point of agreement with Shapiro ( 1981) and nu
merous observational studies is that just in the region of the upper-air
front the Q vectors point towards colder air suggesting the possibility of
an indirect circulation with cold air rising and warm air descending. How
ever, in the context of the generally direct forcing in the wave, the negative
geostrophic frontogenesis function locally means that descent is strongest
on the warm side of the descending stratospheric tongue (see Figure 4).

7 Surface map at day 5.5 for the second case discussed in the text. Conventions are
as in Figure 6 except that the temperature contour interval is 8 K.

Figure
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SUMMARY

The analysis described in this paper has indicated why contrasts in velocity
and buoyancy in a rapidly rotating fluid tend to be concentrated in frontal
regions. The sharpness of these regions depends on the strength of the
mixing processes which eventually must balance the frontogenetic mech
anism. In frontogenesis all scales are linked directly as discussed by
Blumen ( l9 78a,b). If mixing is weak enough that sharp fronts may form,
an energy spectrum behaving like a -8/3 power of the wavenumber is
predicted by semi-geostrophic theory (Andrews & Hoskins 19 78 ) .
For a more realistic comparison with frontogenesis i n the Earth's at
mosphere the modifying effects of various additional physical processes
may be considered. Compressibility effects may be added to the theory in
a simple manner ( Hoskins & Bretherton 19 72) and produce only quali
tative changes. The feedback on frontogenesis of latent-heat release in the
rising warm air may be expected to quicken the process (Orlanski & Ross
19 78 ). Bennetts & Hoskins ( 19 79 ) suggested that it could also make the
effective potential vorticity negative, thereby rendering ( 1 6) hyperbolic
and the fluid symmetrically unstable. This could be the reason for the
frequently banded structure of the precipitation in frontal regions. The
interactions of frontal regions with the surface boundary layer and with
topographic features are important and not well understood. One example
of the latter has been highlighted recently by Baines ( 198 1 ). As mentioned
above, Shapiro ( 198 1 ) has discussed the effects of turbulent fluxes in the
free atmosphere. Williams ( 1974) exhibited a numerical model in which
mixing processes eventually balanced the frontogenetic tendency to pro
duce a steady-state front.
Another important area is that of the stability of fronts. The forecasting
of the development of waves on atmospheric fronts is based on poorly
understood empirical rules. Some theoretical work has been performed by
Eliasen ( 19 60), Orlanksi ( 19 68 ) , Duffy ( 19 76), and Grotjhan ( 19 79 ).
As discussed in this paper, much progress has been made on the un
derstanding of why fronts form, but our knowledge of the interplay of all
the processes occurring in frontal regions is still in its infancy.
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